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the late War, but also of the English-speaking countries, whose
participation in the War of 1914-18 on the anti-German side had
been the decisive factor in Germany's eventual defeat.
Since the morrow of the Armistice of 1918, British and American
feeling—and this in 'official circles' as well as among the iminstructed
public—had become increasingly irritated and alienated by apparent
French intransigence; and, at the beginning of the year 1933, the
prevailing inclination in the United Kingdom, as well as in the
United States and in the self-governing Dominions of the British
Crown overseas, was to go to the furthest possible lengths in holding
aloof, for the future, from any Continental European entanglements.
It was felt at this time, in the English-speaking countries, that if a
fresh explosion were unhappily to occur on the European Continent,
the main burden of responsibility would lie upon the shoulders of
France, since France had had the last word in post-war Continental
politics and had invariably raised her decisive voice in order (as the
English-speaking peoples saw it) to eask for trouble'. These 'Anglo-
Saxon' critics of French policy were sore at the proneness of post-war
French statesmanship to ignore post-war 'Anglo-Saxon' opinions
and representations in regard to what appeared, in £Anglo-Saxon'
eyes, to be the path of common sense in Continental politics. At this
date, these 'Anglo-Saxon' critics seldom reflected that it was hardly
reasonable to expect that their academic views should carry weight
in a field of affairs in which they insisted upon repudiating practical
responsibilities.   And the English-speaking inhabitants of Great
Britain, in particular, thrust out of their thoughts the unpleasant
consideration that the most ardent a priori resolve, on their part,
to keep out of future European wars was mocked by the recent in-
vention of flying, which had extended the theatre of warfare from
the land and the sea to the air and had thereby welded Great Britain
on to the Continent. Yet, however irrational these 'Anglo-Saxon
attitudes' might be, they were a vastly important psychological
and political fact—and a fact which was patently to Germany's
Finally, the disposition of the smaller European peoples was like-
wise to Germany's advantage, on the balance. The feeling of the
English-speaking peoples was shared by the Spaniards, the Dutch
and the Scandinavians (not excluding the Danes, who had suffered
from Prussian militarism in the nineteenth century and had obtained
some redress in the Treaty of Versailles). In the post-war Austrian
Republic, an increasing number of German-Austrians of almost all
parties were looking forward (though this perhaps in a spirit of

